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PEOPLE  PROTECT RESIDENT’S lives, safety and health; avoid losses and meet our obligations to future generations. 
We can find environmental justice solutions and ensure the independence of elderly and low-income community members. 
We can ensure that they participate and have influence as drivers of the vision, sharing the power to choose. 

ENVIRONMENT PRESERVE OUR ENVIRONMENT by conserving scenic resources, restoring open space, 
safeguarding clean air and water, diversifying habitat and nurturing abundant fish and wildlife with new partners from the 
regional, State and national levels. We commit to equitable outcomes and environmental stewardship, climate justice and 
adaptive conservation. 

ECONOMY ENHANCE OUR ECONOMY by avoiding the cost of future damage, supporting current businesses, 
enhancing the Main Street environment, improving property value and helping our families rebuild equity and retirement 
savings and afford a safe place to live. 

MANY VOICES! ONE RESILIENT FUTURE.
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          ENVISION THE SIDNEY GREENPLAIN 
           Village of Sidney, NY Full Proposal to The Nature Conservancy 

CONTACT

For information please contact John Redente, Sidney Grants Administrator, 
Jredente1@gmail.com, (607) 561-2320 or Margaret Irwin, GreenPlain Planner, 
mirwin@riverstreet.org, (518) 441-1496. See www.resilient-sidney.com/
greenplain for more information.

INTRODUCTION

The Village of Sidney (NY), site of the GreenPlain Managed Retreat Initiative, 
is located along the Susquehanna River in the Catskill’s foothills of Delaware 
County; at the junction with Chenango and Otsego Counties. We are 40 miles 
from the Susquehanna headwaters near Cooperstown, NY; 40 miles from the City 
of Binghamton and 45 miles from the Pennsylvania border. More than half of our 
Village lies in the floodplain of the Susquehanna River or Weir Creek.  Since the devastation of Tropical Storm Lee (five 
years after another 100+ year flood) we’ve advanced the Sidney GreenPlain – a managed retreat project to relocate 100 
families, buy out upwards of 140 properties and build upstate NY’s largest green infrastructure ecosystem. Using a grant 
from the NYS Department of State, our Recovery and Resilience Plan described our Village as “a small community with 
big plans, turning challenges into opportunities through collaborative local and regional partnerships, consensus around 
climate change, a commitment to work with nature, and sheer determination to be safe and resilient.” That remains our 
goal.

After nearly a decade, our needs, challenges and opportunities may be changing, but we have an abiding need for safe 
common ground and a renewed vision to create it. Like a devastating flood, COVID-19 is testing our community bonds. 
While visioning for the GreenPlain isn’t a cure – it might restore a little of what the virus put on pause: our relationships 
with each other and our essential human curiosity to ask questions, consider alternatives, challenge assumptions, learn 
from each other, make up our own minds, choose what to do together and bask in our shared accomplishments. Perhaps 
as spring rolls around, imagining accessible and inclusive open and green spaces, small gathering spots, picnic areas, 
gardens and boardwalks, and other places to play, learn and be entertained might be some well-deserved fun. Time 
has come for a wide array of voices to articulate a clear consensus for how land should be repurposed to create social, 
environmental, and economic benefits through visioning and partnership building. Let’s get started. 

OUR CORE PROJECT TEAM

The Village of Sidney will contract with the Nature Conservancy and John Redente, Grants Administrator, and Allison 
Lundin, Assistant Grants Administrator, will manage the project for the Village. Team members and consultants supported 
by local outreach workers will work with TNC and community partners. The Mayor, Public Works Director, Code 
Enforcement Officer and members of the Village Board will also be involved, as will Delaware County Planning. 

We know and trust our consulting team, led by Margaret from River Street Planning who has been Sidney’s consulting 
planner since 2012. She creates accessible and equitable venues where all voices are heard and has helped us to move 
the people we love out of harm’s way. Her team are skilled facilitators and community outreach specialists who connect 
science, public policy, economics, and capital (human and natural) to the social needs and the hopes of our residents.  
Team members PLACE Alliance Northeast and Streamworks (Andy and James) design natural mitigation measures that 
contribute to the social, economic and cultural identity of the Village. James leverages data to help people envision 
evidence-based projects that are smarter, more cost effective, equitable and responsive.  We’ve invited Michael from 
Skytop Digital Media – “one of us” – a Sidney business owner, to document our work and our vision. Nicholas (Pinter) 
brings fresh eyes and will build a peer-to-peer network to national and international communities. Reif (Larsen) will help 
us engage frontline families and students, encourage them to tell climate justice stories and promote the project online 
and at events.

Envision the GreenPlain
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COMMUNITY FLOODING HISTORY AND MANAGED RETREAT STATUS

After 70 years with minimal flooding, storms dropped close to 14 inches of rain over the upper Susquehanna in June 
2006, setting new high-water levels and devastating our Village. In 2011, before businesses and residents fully 
recovered, Tropical Storm Lee dropped close to 12 inches of rain on our  Irene-waterlogged floodplains. Flash 
flooding from Weir Creek inundated Amphenol Aerospace, closing the major employer for the second time in five years 
and adding another $20 million in damage.  Floodwaters spread over downtown, swallowing over 420 buildings, 
including every structure in the floodplain, displacing 500 residents and 800 workers for weeks and for some, forever. 

Sidney doesn’t give up. Our community’s near complete inundation twice in five years brought our risk into sharp focus: 
too many vulnerable residents live in harm’s way and lives will be lost if we don’t take action. We must adapt and make 
way for more water – restore open space and end the cycle of stubbornly rebuilding.  Our recovery plan is bold, built on 
local consensus, focused on working with nature and fueled by State and Federal pledges of assistance and funding. 

We promised to relocate upwards of 100 families, buy out 140+/- properties, and build the Sidney GreenPlain -  a  
climate adaptation initiative that uses nature and natural flood reduction measures in a managed retreat project. This 
green infrastructure enhanced floodplain ecosystem is capable of storing an additional 12 million cubic feet of flood 
water (the equivalent of a swimming pool the size of a football field and 20 stories deep).  In 2016 we were awarded 
over $17 million through FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program to determine feasibility, design and construct the 
GreenPlain. Some CDBG-DR funds were also available for buyouts. Gradually, with many partners, we are helping 
residents relocate safely and helping the Susquehanna and its tributaries spill into their natural floodplains.  We knew 
this wouldn’t be easy – and frankly, that is an understatement. Today we’re more certain than ever that moving families 
and restoring our floodplain as Mother Nature intends it to be (and a bit better) is the right thing to do  – and we can 
do it – if we renew our vision and draw together partners to work with us. 

Sharpening Our Focus.  COVID-19 has brought into sharp focus the powerful roles public space, green space, open 
streets and recreation play in creating personal and community resilience. For us – the GreenPlain is likely the single 
opportunity we will ever have  in our built out Village to expand our public realm while improving quality of life, 
supporting economic development, and reducing flood risk.  Walking trails, wetland walks, scenic overlooks, picnic 
areas, a riverwalk, and active park all within a conserved ecosystem a short walk to our Main Street core that maximize 
co-benefits would be considered.  

Name Organizational Affiliation Role and Responsibility 
John Redente, Village of Sidney 
Grants Administrator 

Village of Sidney Village Grant Manager, Moderator of Events

Allison Lundin, Village of 
Sidney Assistant Grants Admin.

Village of Sidney Day-To-Day Village Point of Contact and Grant 
Administrator and Supporter of  Outreach Workers

Margaret Irwin, Principal, 
Planner and Facilitator 

River Street Planning & 
Development, Troy, NY  

Project Manager, Key Facilitator, Deliverable Author 
with M. Ryan, AICP

Christina Snyder, Planner, LA, 
and Graphic Designer

River Street Planning & 
Development, Troy, NY

Outreach and Engagement/Event Logistics 
Coordinator; Support Outreach Workers

Dr. Nicholas Pinter, Professor, 
UC Davis

Center for Watershed Sciences, 
UC Davis, Davis, CA

Event Speaker, Content Provider, Support Peer to 
Peer Network 

Andy Bohne, RLA Principal; Jeff 
Dawson, Ecological Designer

PLACE Alliance Northeast, 
Amherst MA

Event Speaker, Content Development with Concept 
Design of Vision Projects

James Woidt, Principal, Water 
Engineer and Hydrologist

Streamworks, Scarborough, ME Event Speaker, Content Development, Simplified 
Concepts and Graphics Explaining Complex Subjects

Reif Larsen, Founder The Future of Small Cities 
Institute, Troy, NY

Event Speaker, Support for Sidney School Video, 
Project Promotion

Michael Sellitti, Owner Skytop Digital Media (Invited) Project Documentation: Photographs, Audio & Video
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These amenities can leverage government, academic, nonprofit, and private sector partnerships to manage conserved 
open spaces. We can create a regionally impactful place that draws people to new recreation, education, and 
entertainment. We're ready to build authentic new relationships to kickstart momentum and make this happen. 

We continue to fulfill our commitment to create flood safe housing to accommodate families interested in relocating.  
More than 60 apartments have been built (32 family apartments with a community center at Sherwood Landing and 30 
senior apartments and community space at Liberty Street). Another project in development would add 22 single-family 
homes and 10 two-family townhomes. 

The GreenPlain has been recognized as a model of green infrastructure floodplain reclamation; a priority project by the 
Southern Tier Regional Economic Development Council; a contributor to a win by the Southern Tier for Outstanding 
Regional Cooperation and recipient, with Broome and Tioga Counties, in NY’s Rising to the Top Competition. The 
concept has been presented at numerous conferences and won awards for community engagement, citizen planner 
leadership, planning, resilience, sustainability and urban design from NY Chapters of the American Planning Association 
and American Society of Landscape Architects. As part of the Community Transformation at the Water’s Edge Initiative, 
the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy and the Consensus Building Institute concluded that “Unlike residents in other towns, 
Sidney’s citizens did not want to rebuild back to the pre-flood status quo, and they rejected the idea of a continuous 
cycle of rebuilding. Instead, residents proposed building back a better, more resilient, and sustainable community.” 

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS AND FLOOD PROJECTIONS (DATA TABLES IN APPENDIX)

NYS has produced some riverine climate change projections that confirm future risk in upstate NY is high due to 
increased precipitation, annual variability in rainfall, fluid winter temperatures, and more intense rain events. NGO 
sources like Flood Factor show risk growing from 448 properties currently to 487 in 30 years at the 100 year flood level.

Sidney is in the enviable position of having a full hydrological and hydraulic model vetted by the USACoE and FEMA 
developed by Streamworks. This model and the data that drives it allow us to calculate real-time climate change 
impacts specific to Sidney.  Using recent guidance for implementation of the NYS Community Risk and Resiliency Act 
(CRRA) issued by NYS DEC, a set of metrics were developed to describe the impacts of climate change. Highlights are 
summarized below (see appendix for more details):

• Climate change is anticipated to increase flood elevations 1 to 2 feet.
• Tomorrow’s 50-year flood will be worse than today’s 100-year flood.
• Tomorrow’s 100-year event will be comparable to today’s 500-year event.
• Because of climate change, twice as many homes (+63) will be flooded by the 10-year flood as would be today.
• Because of climate change, an 80% increase in residential flood damages compared to today is projected.
• Damages more than double for the 10-year flood.

We’re making progress. As the full-size map in the appendix shows, 
translating TNC categories, the Village of Sidney has acquired two large 
parcels directly from property owners (70 +/-acres) that carry fewer use 
restrictions.  Delaware County has completed real estate transactions 
with original owners and is the short-term owner of 99 properties (22 
acres). Demolition is complete on these parcels and they are being 
transferred to the Village. Two additional properties are in the “buyout 
under the negotiation” category and 25 properties (11 acres) are in the 
“Real estate transaction is imminent” category. To be conservative we 
target an additional 30 properties to be bought out over time. Using 
FEMA ecosystem benefit per acre values a professional appraiser set 
the full value of of the area over its useful life at $196 million if it is used 
for floodplain restoration.  The 30+ acre light blue area has not been 
bought out but contributes park and entertainment uses and would be 
considered in the visioning process. 

illage of Sidney

VILLAGE OF SIDNEY
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COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS

Sidney maintains close relationships with current partners who will play key roles in outreach, ensuring our community 
has safe and equitable access to this process and to future amenities. Our closest NYS partners at the State level are the 
Department of State, Department of Transportation and Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services. 

CURRENT PARTNERS

• Delaware County Planning Department provides
planning capacity & manages the buyout program.

• Delaware County IDA provides economic development
capacity & manages the business park.

• Catholic Charities operates Caring Connections/
Emergency Assistance, Dispute Resolution Center, and
Delaware County Mentoring Program at its Sidney site.

• Sidney Chamber of Commerce supports local businesses
including the 50+ Main Street small businesses trying to
survive the current pandemic.

• Sidney United Way is our liaison with community-based
organizations including those serving families, children,
and seniors. They share our commitment to flood
recovery and quality of life projects.

• Sidney School District supports community-school
learning programs, local food projects, and the model
Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Project.

• Fox Hospital Tri Town Campus, our healthcare and
community wellness center, is increasing awareness of
our human need for open space.

*River Street Planning, PLACE Alliance NorthEast and Streamworks are under contract to the Village of Sidney for work on the Sidney 
GreenPlain and for various Resilient Sidney projects. No team member consults with any of the other partner groups groups.

Reaching Individuals is Our Top Goal. Reaching residents, property owners and workers who will use the repurposed 
waterfront is our top priority.  A diverse Sidney community has engaged, face to face, in large numbers around recovery 
issues for many years. COVID-19 pandemic precautions have made engagement challenging and unpredictable.  Sidney’s 
community partners, co-providers and champions are trusted advocates. They play an important role in ensuring 
equitable representation and vouching for our team to identify, recruit, engage and support community members. 

It is critical that the new partners we seek to engage meet and hear the stories of people who live at risk and suffer loss. 
We must create venues where marginalized voices have influence with the “influencers.”  We also need to open avenues 
for people to vent frustration with the pace of the buyout programs (perceived by some as a power struggle) and 
convince them to set aside those concerns for a while or we won't move forward with diverse voices engaged.  

We are committed to hearing all voices and will cast a wide net to reach stakeholders.  We are concerned that the 
neighborhoods most impacted are home to our oldest and poorest residents with the highest percentage of people living 
without computer and Internet access at home in EJ census tracts. Our consultant  team has experience conducting 
community engagement online and in person using a variety of platforms, tools and  best practices which helps address 
concerns. They will provide training and access to free online and phone-based courses offered by NYS through Coursera.   
In choosing platforms and tools we will err on the side of simplifying the experience for those with less online exposure.     
All events will be cellular optimized and offer dial in as well as online options. Outreach workers and a photographer/
videographer hired from within the Village will conduct two rounds of Front Porch Visits to share information, conduct 
surveys and record flood and climate justice stories that should resonate with partners.  While there are no local 
indigenous communities, the Stockbridge Munsee Community Band of the Mohicans has been an interested tribal partner.  

BROADENING OUR PARTNERSHIPS

We think we can interest a broader base of partners today than we could in 2013. We are in a unique situation – because 
some of our largest buyouts at 68.5 acres do not carry strict deed restrictions, it’s possible to imagine a broader range of 
resilient reuse of some lands for socially beneficial recreation, entertainment and education without compromising the 
ecological mission of the GreenPlain. Joining diverse researchers, policy makers and decision makers with our residents 
we can consider and test a range of flexible resilience approaches and designs that may offer alternatives to outdated 
regulatory schemes and help shape emerging government policy – perhaps making managed retreat a realistic choice for 
small communities while improving social and conservation outcomes at  State and Federal levels.                                    .   4
Please see the partnership table in the appendix.                                             
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disabilities.  We promise we will start by breaking through 
isolation, connecting and listening – with sidewalk chats and porch check-ins, beginning with residents of neighborhoods 
in and around the GreenPlain – at a distance, face to face, peeking over our masks, person to person, despite the 
weather or tone of discourse. By listening we’ll learn the right course to take and make adjustments as we go along. 

River Street’s team has diverse experience conducting events of all sizes, from focus groups of five people to 
conferences online and in person with over 100 participants. They conduct live online workshops (Zoom, Facebook Live, 
website direct), live with replay, video recordings with moderators, stakeholder chats, large and small group forums. 
Their team has designed and delivered real time design workshops, graphic driven talks, and technical  presentations 
with the public and professional practitioners. All online work is fully cellular optimized to ensure broader access. 
Personal interviews, personal surveys (by video sign up or face to face), drop in groups, brainstorming sessions, polling 
and virtual facilitation using tools like Poll Everywhere, Stormz, Web Whiteboard, or IdeaFlip are all available. On the 
low tech end they work with public access television, radio broadcasters, and community radio stations proven to be 
very effective in Sidney. This is an evolving environment with new and refined tools available every day. Most of this 
work begins with a “no-tech” approach of door-to door, in-person check in or postcard mailings asking residents about 
their preferences to connect and sharing upcoming events (eye catching mail still appears to be irresistible.) 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The budget and schedule/deliverables tables in the appendix add information about the work program proposed.

COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION: This component includes: 1. Standard project management and promotion 
tasks including all commencement tasks, webpage development, outreach database, event logistics, team coordination 
and schedule, facilitation, graphic design, COVID-19 compliance; 2. Design and development of final deliverables: vision 
with statement/vision projects; 3. Stipends for two local outreach workers to survey and assess the engagement needs 
of frontline families and; 4. All media including a final case study, content for podcast and webinars, best practices, PPT 
deck for conference presentations, and initial postcard mailing.

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT: This component includes 1. Outreach deliverables; 2. Conceptual design of envisioned 
projects and improvements; 3. Development/use of content for events: climate change projections; green 
infrastructure, natural mitigation, etc. and; 4. Refined simplified graphic content conveying technical materials.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: This component includes: 1. Selection of platform including perhaps sites like Next Door 
or Bang the Table that build neighborhood capacity and last past the project; 2. Online Surveys (2-3+ at commencement, 

COMMUNITY VISIONING APPROACH 

The staggering economic, social, and environmental cost of repeated floods has ruined many of our families, wiped 
out savings and equity and left people displaced. Over 60% of Village residents are low to moderate income, over 20%
live in poverty, and high percentages are seniors or people with disabilities. These folks are at disproportionate risk for 
many things: flooding, COVID-19 and missing out on  
envisioning a better community – especially as 
engagement moves online and  as many as one-third of 
Sidney households lack access to a computer and 
internet at home.  As the COVID-19 pandemic picks up 
steam in rural communities it’s uncertain what in-person 
events, activities or forums we’ll be able to hold. While 
the State or Village may allow events, we must practice 
an abundance of care to protect residents at high risk of 
contracting the virus including seniors, people of color, 
low income families, expectant mothers and people with

COMPLIANCE WITH COVID-19 RELATED GUIDANCE
 The Village closely monitors guidance and 
requirements regarding COVID-19. River Street’s fact 
sheet: Engaging Our Communities Safely In Person: 
Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 is helping 
communities assess risk of face-to-face meetings and 
provides guidance related to accessibility and outreach, 
space selection, supplies and set up and event format 
and agendas. The fact sheet is attached in the appendix. 

Envision the GreenPlain
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vision project ideas, final project prioritization); 3. Interviews (Est. 10); 4. 
Focus Groups (Est. 3); 5. Story Telling  Lunches focused on residents telling 
flood and climate justice stories (Est. 4); 6. Face to Face Front Porch 
Presentations (2 Rounds and Est. 50 household visits includes producing 
and printing handout/summary/initial survey, etc.); 7. Sidney High School 
Flood Monitoring Program Stipend/Video Production – oral history project 
of current and past participants  and climate change lessons powerfully 
delivered by students; 8. Photo and video documentation of the project 
and process; 9. Peer to Peer network with other communities managing 
retreat; 10. Community Workshops (2) Online 1.5 hour conference style 
with multiple rounds of break out, polling, virtual whiteboard exercises 
with follow up survey and evaluation as appropriate.
SUPPLIES AND SERVICES including Village-wide post card mailing initial announcement and supplies including perhaps 
delivered “snack boxes” for online events and/or refreshments  - all purchased from local restaurants.

MEASURING & MONITORING PROJECTS

A table detailing a range of potential metrics and measures is included in the appendix. The metrics are grouped in 
four areas reflecting how effective, comprehensive, and beneficial various attributes of the process are. An evaluation 
is distributed following major events and there is continual ability to email feedback. The framework looks like this:

BUDGET
The proposed budget for the project is $50,000 divided into four components.  Some communities have access to 
funds Sidney does not such as NYC Department of Environmental Protection and Catskill Watershed Corporation, for 
example. With no local land trust or land bank our lack of diverse and flexible funding is slowing progress. 

1. COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATIONS: Project management, website, outreach database, PR and Social Media;
event logistics, graphic design, COVID-19 compliance, and communication internal and external, etc. ($15,500.00)

2. CONTENT DEVELOPMENT: Conceptual design of envisioned projects and improvements and development/use of
content for events: climate change projections; green infrastructure, natural mitigation, etc. ($8,000.00)

3. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Online Surveys; Interviews; Focus Groups; Story Telling Lunches; Front Porch
Presentations; Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Program Stipend/Video; Photo and Video documentation; Peer
to Peer Network (Set up Est. and 3 Webcalls); two Community Workshops. ($23,500.00)

4. SUPPLIES AND SERVICES: Post Card Mailing Initial Announcement and Meeting Refreshments/Supplies. ($3,000.00)

The budget addresses equity challenges of online access for marginalized residents and the need for special training. It 
allows for delivery of the entire program online out of an abundance of care in parallel with in-person events resuming late 
spring or summer. Project match and leverage include $62,500 in donated services and in kind from the Village, community 
partners and River Street Planning and $150,000 in leveraged funding from the NYS Department of State initiatives. 

How Extensive, Comprehensive & Beneficial Is the 
Use of Repurposed Land?

How Extensive, Diverse & Comprehensive Is the 
Range of Voices Heard? 

• Social Benefits; Ecological Benefits; Economic
Benefits; Addresses Climate Change.

• Diversity of Participants/Voices; Engagement of Frontline
Population; Range of Community Groups involved.

How Extensive, Comprehensive & Beneficial Are 
the Partnerships/Relationships Developed?

Was the Engagement High Quality & Effective? 

• Engagement of Key Decision Makers & Depth and
Extent of Networks/Relationships/Capacity Built.

• Volume of Engagement Accomplished; Quality of
Performance & Success Managing COVID-19 Challenges.

Envision the GreenPlain
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PROJECT TEAM BIOGRAPHIES
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PROJECT TEAM BIOGRAPHIES 

VILLAGE OF SIDNEY
John Redente, Grants Administrator, Sidney, New York – John became the Village Recovery Coordinator shortly after 
Tropical Storm Lee and as Grants Administrator has shepherded the Village through two recovery planning programs, 
Green Infrastructure Main Street Streetscape Program, major water system improvements, removal of the Sidney 
Reservoir Dam on Peckham Brook, and the Sidney GreenPlain. He is the liaison to the flood buyout program working 
with Delaware County. John will serve as the Village Project Manager for Envision the GreenPlain.

Allison Lundin, Assistant Grants Administrator, Sidney, New York – Allison assists John Redente. She is the Village’s 
project administrator for the GreenPlain and for three major projects recently commenced under the Resilient Sidney 
Initiative including new resilience based comprehensive plan, zoning and land use codes and full Local Waterfront 
Revitalization Program (see www.resilient-sidney.com). Allison will be the day-to-day coordinator working with Margaret 
of River Street Planning for this project.

RIVER STREET PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT, TROY, NEW YORK 
River Street Planning & Development (www.riverstreet.org) will serve as the day-to-day project manager for the 
consultant team on behalf  of the Village of Sidney. The River Street team is known for creating accessible and equitable 
venues where all voices are heard and participants reach lasting consensus, sometimes around seemingly intractable 
challenges. They connect science, public policy, economics, and capital (both human and natural) to the social needs and 
the hopes of community members and then work with them to achieve their visions. They know how to convey 
technical research in understandable language that educates the community and prepares them to make choices.

River Street supported the work of six teams completing 24 NY Rising Plans in communities across New York State. Other 
relevant work includes resilience and waterfront plans for the Towns of Prattsville, Copake and Union; Villages of 
Endicott, Johnson City, Tannersville, and Sidney; and the Cities of Troy and Schenectady.   They have developed 
economic strategies for the 32-community Adirondack Gateway Council and 102-community Adirondack Park. River 
Street is currently authoring ReCode Troy – a resilience-based land management code for Troy, NY. They are beginning 
development of an integrated suite of resilience-driven projects for the Village of Sidney which offer opportunities for 
synergy with this project (www.resilient-sidney.com). 

Margaret Irwin, Principal of River Street Planning & Development, has been Sidney’s planner since 2012. She is 
a confident and experienced public speaker, trainer, mediator, and facilitator. Margaret is a tireless advocate for 
communities impacted by extreme weather and climate change, especially Sidney. Her work facilitates recovery, 
implements initiatives for adaptation and resilience, and crafts consensus plans that help families to rebuild their lives. 
She manages the Sidney GreenPlain project funded in part with $17 million from FEMA, administered by NYS DHSES, 
with a technical team led by Andy Bohne of PLACE Alliance Northeast. She designs and leads complex multi-disciplinary 
teams for projects in communities of all sizes. Margaret will be assisted by Christina Snyder and Monica Ryan.

Christina Snyder, Planner, Landscape Architect and Graphic Designer - Christina is a planner, landscape architect and 
graphic designer who coordinates River Street’s community engagement and outreach. She has led the transition to 
online engagement in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Chris develops interactive websites and leads in-house 
graphic design of outreach materials, promotional brochures, presentation boards, and infographics that convey 
complex ideas. Chris is a skilled writer, editor, and project manager with strong analytical and communication skills. She 
will assist Margaret with all aspects of project management and coordinate outreach, website development and event 
logistics.

Envision the GreenPlain
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Monica Ryan, AICP, Principal Planner - Monica is an AICP certified professional planner with broad experience in land 
use and waterfront planning, economic development, and public policy analysis. She manages some of River Street’s 
most complex initiatives and has been at the center of River Street’s code development practice for nearly two decades. 
Monica is preparing the Village’s new resilience-driven land use code and will provide planning support to the project.

PROFESSOR NICHOLAS PINTER, UC DAVIS CENTER FOR WATERSHED SCIENCES, DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
Prof. Nicholas Pinter is the Roy J. Shlemon Professor of Applied Geosciences and Associate Director of the Center for 
Watershed Sciences at the University of California Davis. He is an expert in earth-surface processes, including flooding, 
river systems, hydrology, and natural hazards assessment. Nicholas is the author of several geoscience books and has 
received awards from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Charles A. Lindbergh Foundation, the 
Fulbright Scholars Program, and from the European Commission.

Professor Pinter studies earth-surface processes and hydrology applied to a range of problems, focusing on river 
dynamics, flooding, floodplain management, and mitigation of flood risk and other natural hazards.  He works primarily 
on large alluvial rivers and their floodplains, including the Mississippi, Missouri, Rhine, Danube, and others.  He assesses, 
guides, and advises on state and federal policy on rivers and flooding.  He has been the subject or a scientific source for 
over 250 articles in newspapers, magazines, radio and television interviews, and web-based media outlets in the US and 
the world. 

In the past decade, Nicholas and his group have focused their research on “managed retreat” – the mitigation of 
flood risk through avoidance and other adaptive and nature-based solutions.  He has studied communities that have 
undertaken, or plan to undertake, partial or complete relocation away from the risk of river or coastal flooding and can 
share those studies and that research as part of the community education component of the visioning process. 

FUTURE OF SMALL CITIES INSTITUTE, TROY, NEW YORK
Reif Larsen, who founded the Future of Small Cities Institute in 2019, is a novelist and journalist. He has written widely 
on cities in transition, including London, Detroit, Sarajevo, Los Angeles, Havana, and Gothenburg, with a special focus 
on urban climate adaptation and sustainability. His essays and stories have been published in The New York Times, 
The Guardian, GQ, The Harvard Review, Tin House, McSweeney’s, Virginia Quarterly Review, Asymptote Journal and 
The Believer. His first novel, The Selected Works of T. S. Spivet, was a New York Times bestseller, was translated into 
twenty-seven languages, and was adapted into a movie by Jean-Pierre Jeunet (Amélie). He is also a filmmaker and 
has shot documentaries in South Africa, the UK, and the USA. The Future of Small Cities Institute is organizing a large-
scale Sustainable Futures Conference at SUNY Albany in Spring 2021, featuring over a dozen national and international 
speakers. 

STREAMWORKS PLLC, SCARBOROUGH, MAINE 
James Woidt is a Hydrologist and Water Engineer who specializes in process- and form-based stream restoration and 
flood risk management. He has applied his background in engineering, geomorphology, and biology to effectively 
collaborate with diverse communities and stakeholders to implement multi-disciplinary solutions to complex 
riverine challenges. James is recognized as a leader in the fields of stream restoration and flood risk management as 
demonstrated by the Doan Brook Streambank Stabilization Project which he designed and manages. The Doan Brook 
project recently received both the Project Excellence Award at the 2019 Ohio Stormwater Conference and, in 2020, the 
Building the Circle Award from University Circle, Inc.  

James is a partner to the Village of Sidney supporting the Sidney GreenPlain where he improved the existing flood model 
for the Village to better quantify the anticipated impacts of flooding in the Village, with and without climate change (see 
discussion of climate impacts). The comprehensiveness of the model he developed allows important questions related 

Envision the GreenPlain
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to risk reduction, climate adaptation, choice of mitigation measures and climate change to be calculated specifically for 
Sidney based on state, federal and nonprofit methodologies, and indicators. The model has been approved by state and 
federal partners. James is also adept at conveying this highly technical data and trends to non-technical audiences with 
graphics and language all can understand.

PLACE ALLIANCE NORTHEAST, AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS
From offices in Amherst, NY, PA Northeast’s work includes large- and small-scale projects that focus on stormwater 
systems, natural hydrologic systems, wetland restoration, mitigation, and replication, open space trail networks, wildlife 
habitat enhancement areas, and integrative human experiences of nature and wildlife. River Street retained the firm to 
support its recovery work in Greene County, Broome County, and Delaware County communities including the Sidney NY 
Rising Plan. They are currently the Village and River Street’s technical team lead for the Sidney GreenPlain Engineering 
and Feasibility Project.   

Andy Bohne, RLA, Principal and Director of Ecological Design – Andy’s expertise is in integrating ecological function 
with the built environment to promote resilient and healthy placemaking. He provides innovative and alternative site 
sustainability and stormwater management approaches for restoration projects as well as undisturbed sites. His 20-
plus years of experience has earned him a broad knowledge base in planning, landscape architecture, and ecology 
to guide clients to economically feasible and environmentally conscious design solutions. While employed by New 
England Environmental/SWCA, Andy began work in Sidney, NY as part of the River Street team for NY Rising. Based 
on the Village’s choice to relocate homes and other uses, Andy helped to conceptually design a repurposed, green 
infrastructures floodplain reclamation project along the Susquehanna River – part of the Sidney GreenPlain. He has led 
the Technical Team for the GreenPlain since 2017. He also designed a model green infrastructure component to Sidney’s 
Green Main Street initiative. Other recent natural mitigation measures include Hampshire College Wetland Mitigation, 
Amherst, Massachusetts, and Minuteman Wind Wetland Mitigation Plan, Savoy, Massachusetts.

Jeffrey Dawson, Ecological Designer manages a dynamic variety of tasks and is an active and effective collaborator 
with the many participants and partnerships involved in the design process. Jeff has extensive experience in ecological 
restoration, developing restoration and ecological design plans, drafting permitting and construction plans, and 
performing data collection and site investigation. He has experience with river surveys and restoration, wetland 
mitigation and restoration, trail planning and design, and creating designs that are sensitive and beneficial to natural 
resources and rare species. Jeff has worked extensively on the feasibility and engineering design analysis of the 
GreenPlain.

SKY TOP DIGITAL MEDIA, MICHAEL SELLITTI, PHOTOGRAPHER, VIDEOGRAPHER AND GRAPHICS, SIDNEY, NY
Michael Sellitti is the founder and owner of Sky top Digital Media. The Village has requested that he join the team to 
provide photography, videography and support team graphic design services to document the project. He is a digital 
media consultant, photographer, and pilot with a demonstrated history of working in the media production industry.  
Michael’s work as a photographer includes architecture, nature, and landscapes which will be invaluable to document 
the visioning process. His videography practice includes media converting and archiving of digital content for long-term 
preservation and storage. He recovers and restores analog media using traditional restoration techniques as well as 
software assisted techniques. His practice in small business marketing includes brand development and reinforcement 
through multiple visual mediums including video, photo, and graphic design (including web graphics). 

Michael is a FAA Part 107 certified and FAA Part 61 licensed drone pilot and gimbal operator and provides a range of 
drone services including aerial photography and cinematography for private, commercial & emergency services.  At 
the community level, Michael serves as the President of the Board for the Sidney Center Improvement Group, Inc.  a 
nonprofit committed to improving the community of Sidney Center, NY through events, beautification projects and clean 
water outreach.

Envision the GreenPlain
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VILLAGE OF SIDNEY 
Elwood F. (Dixie) Davis Sidney Civic Center 
21 Liberty Street, Sidney, New York 13838 

Phone (607) 561-2324 
Fax (607) 561-2310 

Ms. Linda Fascilla, Office Manager 
The Nature Conservancy New York 
Uplands Farm Sanctuary  
250 Lawrence Hill Road  
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 

January 15, 2021 

Hello Friends: 

We appreciate this opportunity to submit a proposal for consideration by The Nature Conservancy for the Community 
Visioning for Vacant Land following Managed Retreat in New York project. Since the devastating 2006 June flood Sidney 
has known that bold action is required - only five years later Tropical Storm Lee steeled our resolve. The Village of Sidney 
will contract with The Nature Conservancy. We are directly involved in crafting this proposal and aware of its contents. 
We are more than willing to engage and leverage donations (valued at $212K currently), support local outreach workers, 
and meet NYS COVID-19 related meeting requirements which we monitor and meet continuously. All acquired land is 
being conveyed to the Village as the final owner and we are committed to maintain it in perpetuity. For nearly a decade 
we have worked to relocate residents and property owners from the high-risk floodplain. Working closely with Delaware 
County as the short-term holder of property, 101 real estate transfers have taken place. Twenty-seven acquisitions are 
in negotiation/closing with imminent transfer. The Village owns the two largest parcels of 68.5 acres which will 
receive focused attention in the visioning project.  

Over 60% of our residents are low income and nearly 20% live in poverty with the poorest people living in the waterfront 
neighborhoods. We'll be honest, challenges to socially just engagement and diverse inclusion are significant, the 
disproportionate risk is real, and family losses from repetitive flooding are crippling. Our waterfront homes have lost 
market value (many by 50% or more). Appraised values (the basis for buyouts) do not reflect the intrinsic natural resource 
value of the lands and are not enough to buy another home. Some families are stuck, and inequality is becoming multi-
generational. For Sidney, this project is an opportunity to institutionalize just and resilient engagement and action. We 
understand online engagement best practices but recognize that they will not reach all our stakeholders and we will need 
to be very creative and flexible. 

Significant time has passed since the idea for natural mitigation solutions like the GreenPlain were first floated. Now we 
have the feasibility analysis (including documentation of increased flood risk due to climate change) that will help 
residents and key decision-makers co-craft a vision. We are fortunate to do this as part of a suite of resilience projects 
including our new Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and full LWRP. 

We have capable community partners who have pledged staff time and other resources. Our Project Team knows the 
Village well and can hit the ground running. Together we conclude that Sidney is an excellent case study of the impacts a 
typical New York flood-prone community may encounter - we are large enough to have entire neighborhoods targeted for 
buyout but too small to aggressively facilitate transactions and manage the after-effects. These are lessons to be learned 
and programmatic challenges to overcome to make managed retreat a widespread option. Positive policy change is 
beginning to happen - now we need the compelling vision at the local level and investment of funding at the State and 
Federal levels to demonstrate its effectiveness. We support your commitment and stand ready to help. 
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River Street                                4 Ridge Road          mirwin@riverstreet.org          518.441.1496        www.riverstreet.org 
Planning & Development        Troy, NY 12180  

P E R C E P T I V E  
P E R S I S T E N T  
P E R S U A S I V E

Building Consensus for    
Climate Adaptation 

January 14, 2021 

We are excited to lead a project team alongside the Village of Sidney to advance the Community Visioning for 
Vacant Land Following Managed Retreat in New York project sponsored by The Nature Conservancy.  I am 
happy to acknowledge and confirm our ability to undertake the roles and responsibilities identified in the full 
proposal. River Street will serve as the Project Team Project Manager and be the day-to-day liaison with the 
Nature Conservancy on behalf of the Village of Sidney.  This includes, among other tasks: 

COORDINATION: All typical project management/administration tasks, facilitation, team communication, 
outreach database development, web page development, etc. and all event logistics online or in person. 
CONTENT DEVELOPMENT: Identifying available content, filling gaps, developing presentations and 
deliverables, and ensuring all materials are accessible to non-technical audiences.  
DIRECT ENGAGEMENT:  Logistics for interviews & focus groups, facilitation, documentation, synthesis. 
COMMUNITY EVENTS: Design of major online workshops including all logistics, facilitation, technical 
administration, training of community members unfamiliar with tools, reporting and synthesis.  
PARTNERSHIP BUILDING: Facilitating individual and group contact between the Village, its identified 
Community Partners, NGO’s, and State and Federal agency staff to co-create a vision and establish shared 
responsibility to influence programmatic, policy and project specific implementation of that vision.  
COMMUNICATION: Media materials throughout the project and post completion: press releases, save the 
date emails, PPT deck, case studies and materials to support podcasts, webinars, and conference 
presentations.  

River Street is driven by the same guiding principles. These are extraordinary times, but we are no stranger to 
the needs of NY’s poorest communities and most vulnerable residents.  For decades we've worked alongside 
remarkably self-sufficient organizations to build bridges, break down barriers, sustain small businesses, shore 
up healthcare, buy local, support caregivers, feed hungry kids, protect and serve people at risk. After nearly 30 
years communities still surprise us.  Great ideas come from unexpected sources.  While they might seem different 
on the surface, at heart we care about the same things – family, kids, a home, work to pay the bills, faith, health, 
and a safe community.  Our approach to this project relies on the basic truth that people don't resist their own 
ideas and creates venues where every voice is heard. We understand how to bring people together, what to do 
when they are gathered, and how to incorporate their input into shared enthusiasm and a visionary plan. Simply 
put, to us collaboration is the "silver bullet".   

This is a great opportunity for a great Village with the tenacity to model managed retreat on the Susquehanna 
River in upstate NY. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly at mirwin@riverstreet.org or by telephone at 
518-441-1496.

All the best,

Margaret Irwin 
Principal 

Ms. Linda Fascilla, Office Manager  
The Nature Conservancy New York 
Uplands Farm Sanctuary,   250 Lawrence Hill Road 
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 

Hello Friends: 
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  Jan. 15, 2021 

▪ Assisting with the final selection and design of engagement events
▪ Sharing content for events, focus groups, etc.
▪ Leading discussions and facilitating workshop segments or break out groups
▪ Supporting a peer network for Sidney with other communities actively engaged in managed retreat
▪ Attending face to face events in Sidney, if possible given COVID-19 precautions
▪ Sharing the project outcomes as a case study or otherwise discussing or promoting the project

In addition, I would like to emphasize my support for this project. Sidney has worked extensively to evaluate the 
feasibility of and implement plans for "managed retreat" from its floodplain with over 100 buyouts complete.  Such 
efforts are extremely difficult, and a key element to maintaining progress long term is community engagement. One 
of the most tragic things is seeing a community that wanted to move or otherwise boldly mitigate its flood risk, only 
for the effort to founder - and then the community floods again – not a question of "if" but only "when." My group 
studies and works directly with such communities in the US and worldwide, and I rank Sidney's commitment 
among the top tier of what I have seen. 

Should you need additional information, or want to chat about any part of this, please feel free to contact me. 

Best wishes, 

Nicholas Pinter 

BERKELEY ● DAVIS ● IRVINE ● LOS ANGELES ● MERCED ● RIVERSIDE ● SAN DIEGO ● SAN FRANCISCO  ● SANTA BARBARA ● SANTA CRUZ

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Pinter 
Professor, Shlemon Chair 

Department Of Earth And Planetary Sciences And 
Center For Watershed Sciences 

One Shields Avenue, Davis, California 95616 
Tel: (530) 754-1041   Email: npinter@ucdavis.edu 

Ms. Linda Fascilla, Office Manager  
The Nature Conservancy New York 
Uplands Farm Sanctuary, 250 Lawrence Hill Road 
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 

Hello Friends: 

This letter is to confirm my commitment, participation, and support for the proposal being submitted by the 
Village of Sidney to "Advance the Community Visioning for Vacant Land Following Managed Retreat in New 
York” project sponsored by The Nature Conservancy. I acknowledge and confirm my ability to undertake the roles 
and responsibilities identified in the full proposal. These tasks include: 
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Hello Friends: 

We are pleased to be counted among the firms on the project team working with the Village of Sidney and hereby 
acknowledge and confirm our ability to undertake the roles and responsibilities identified in the full proposal. The 
Future of Small Cities Institute (FoSCI) cultivates resilient communities by offering just and sustainable solutions for 
small and mid-sized metro areas. We do this by fostering local community partnerships and a regional network, 
producing cross-platform resources and publications, hosting a dynamic event series, and by building a tangible 
knowledge base of best practices for small cities. 

With the entangled threats of climate change, spiraling inequalities, and institutionalized prejudice, our country’s 
cities and towns face a multitude of challenges and uncertainties in the coming decades. Rising seas, volatile 
weather, climate refugees, and increasingly stratified megalopolises are becoming commonplace. Yet there is still 
time to fundamentally embrace sustainability and inclusion as governing tenets for our society—it will take massive 
spiritual, intellectual, and financial investment, but a just, resilient society is within our reach, if only we act now, 
with mindful urgency. This project expresses and builds on that mindful urgency. 

Smaller communities like Sidney have a unique ability to address complex issues as they are often more socially, 
politically, and ideologically nimble than their larger counterparts. Prototypes can be tried, tested, implemented. 
Small infrastructural experiments can have profound effects. Yet they also must work within the confines of a more 
limited capacity and budget, which can encourage innovation solutions, creative problem solving, and meaningful 
community engagement. This project embodies all of these tenets. For this project FoSCI will assist the project team 
to: 

▪ design events (online and in person) and produce a broad array of outreach materials
▪ facilitate focus groups, meetings, and events in/on Sidney
▪ develop content on climate adaptive planning, designing educational/experiential green spaces and green 

infrastructure projects, cultivating sustainability, promoting environmental justice, and combating 
institutionalized racism and inequality

▪ support work with the Sidney School District to engage young people in discussion about the kinds of places 
they want their communities to be

▪ promote the project, the community, and the public/private/municipal/nonprofit partnership by telling 
Sidney’s story on the FoSCI produced podcasts and as a case study in our national best practice toolkit

We have reviewed the guiding principles for this project and our focus - the intersection of social justice and 
climate change – seems to be a perfect fit. We can support the Village, the team, TNC and other partners to 
demonstrate how we can build and nurture inclusive communities that provide jobs, housing and opportunities for 
all while simultaneously creating resilient, sustainable communities that are ready to solve the challenges brought 
on by the climate crisis. 

I hope FoSCI can participate in this project to explore equitable managed retreat in Sidney. Please do not hesitate to 
contact me directly rlarsen@futureofsmallcities.org or by telephone at 845-217-7712. 

Sincerely, 

Founder 
The Future of Small Cities Institute 

Reif Larsen 

Ms. Linda Fascilla, Office Manager  
The Nature Conservancy New York 
Uplands Farm Sanctuary, 250 Lawrence Hill Road 
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 
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January 16, 2021 

RE: Responsibilities for Village of Sidney’s Proposal for The Nature Conservancy’s Community 
Visioning for Vacant Land Following Managed Retreat in New York 

Hello Friends, 

The Streamworks team is excited to continue supporting the Village of Sidney (Village) with the effective and 
thoughtful management of flood risk in the Village. Specifically, I am eager to serve as part of the project 
team for the Village’s proposal to The Nature Conservancy (TNC) for the Community Visioning for Vacant 
Land Following Managed Retreat in New York project. I am happy to acknowledge and confirm our team’s 
ability to undertake the roles and responsibilities identified for us in the full proposal. 

We are ready to help synthesize and present technical data related to the hydrological and hydraulic 
modeling, evaluation of mitigation measures and of natural methods to reduce flood risks, and climate 
change projections to non-technical audiences to facilitate the visioning process. Specific tasks our team 
anticipates supporting include: 

• Assisting the selection and design of community engagement events
• Developing maps, visual aids, and other content to communicate the anticipated impacts of climate 

change in the Village and to communicate existing data from extensive research in Sidney for public 
facing deliverables

• Leading discussions and facilitating workshop segments and/or break-out groups
• Promoting and disseminating the project outcomes to the greater technical and at-risk communities

As our work for the Village has always shown, Streamworks’ approach to projects is consistent with TNC’s 
guiding principles: we strive to engage and understand the concerns and goals of a diverse mix of residents and 
other stakeholders, utilize science-based approaches to understand natural and social risks in the 
community, acknowledge and, where possible, address shortcomings of our society’s current approach to 
managing flood risk, and develop naturally resilient solutions that can be adapted to meet the needs of future 
generations. 

Our team looks forward to continuing to support the Village of Sidney with this exciting project. Should you 
have any questions on our role, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

James Woidt, PE | Hydrologist and Water Resources Engineer 
Streamworks, PLLC 

Streamworks, PLLC 
PO Box 6578, 31 Gorham Road, Scarborough, ME 04070 ph: (207) 303-0534 e-mail: 

jwoidt@streamworkspllc.com 

Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 
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January 17, 2021 

• Serve as Team Landscape Architect
• Provide graphic support (maps, figures, visioning materials, conceptual design ideas, etc.) for outreach 

materials, presentation components for online events, and reports
• Participate in events
• Develop conceptual design ideas based on community vision
• Provide report contributions to document the design process and support the conceptual design 

elements and solutions

PLACE specializes in design and visioning consulting for communities, institutions, municipalities, and mixed-
use urban redevelopment projects and has significant design charrette expertise in community and city-wide 
visioning projects throughout the country, particularly in the northeast. The inclusive process always achieves 
high public, stakeholder, and client buy-in because it involves these parties early and responds quickly to 
feedback. 

Main Street Green Infrastructure Streetscape project in the Village of Sidney is an example of our team’s high-
quality expertise in creative place making, urban and ecological design, connectivity, and our capacity to produce 
exceptional design work from concept through construction documents and administration. Constructed in 
2018, the green infrastructure system collects stormwater into a network of pretreatment catch 
basins, rain gardens, and a subsurface stormwater reservoir. The Village recognized that this work could provide 
an opportunity to make a statement of resiliency and renewal downtown. 

Thank you, 

Andrew Bohne, RLA LEED AP 
Principal – Director of Ecological Design 
Date: 1/15/2021 

PLACE Alliance · Amherst MA· Schenectady NY ·

Ms. Linda Fascilla, Office Manager  
The Nature Conservancy New York 
Uplands Farm Sanctuary, 250 Lawrence Hill Road 
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 

Dear Friends: 

PLACE Alliance is excited to be a member of the project team for the Village of Sidney to advance the 
Community Visioning for Vacant Land Following Managed Retreat in New York project sponsored by The Nature 
Conservancy. I am happy to acknowledge and confirm our ability to undertake the roles and responsibilities 
identified in the full proposal. 

PLACE Alliance will provide professional landscape architecture and ecological design services to the Village 
of Sidney. This may include, among other tasks: 
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS AND FLOOD PROJECTIONS
NYS has produced some riverine climate 
change projections and other sources 
establish that risk is typically greater than 
available FEMA FIS and NFIP mapping 
shows.  For example, Flood Factor analysis 
shows that flood risk will grow from 448 
properties currently to 487 in 30 years. 

Sidney is in the enviable position of 
having a fully modeled waterfront from 
the GreenPlain feasibility analysis that 
Streamworks uses to produce Sidney-
specific impacts using recent guidance 
for implementation of the Community 
Risk and Resiliency Act (CRRA) issued 
by NYS DEC.  Streamworks prepared 
the following metrics to describe the 
impacts of climate change. Highlights 
are summarized below with more details 
shown in the tables: 

Additional Homes Inundated with Climate Change

Recurrence 
Interval

Homes 
Inundated 
Existing 
Conditions

Homes 
Inundated 
with Climate 
Change 

Additional 
Homes 
Inundated with 
Climate Change

10 60 123 63

50 207 256 49

100 243 277 34

500 285 290 5

Change in Water Surface Elevation & Peak Flows w/ Climate Change

Recurrence 
Interval

Change in Water 
Surface Elevation due to 
Climate Change (Feet)

Change in Susquehanna River 
Peak Discharge due to Climate 
Change (cfs)

 Above 
Unadilla 

River

Below Unadilla 
River 

10 1.1 3,700 7,400

50 1.6 5,900 9,900

100 1.8 6,600 11,000

500 2.7 8,100 13,500

Increased Flood Damage In Dollars Per Event with Climate Change (Rounded) 
Recurrence 
Interval

Flood Damage 
($/event) 
- Existing 
Conditions

Flood Damage 
($/event) - 
with Climate 
Change

Additional 
Flood Damage 
($/event) 
with Climate 
Change

% Increase 
Flood 
Damage 
with 
Climate 
Change

10  $3,470,000  $8,200,000  $4,700,000 

50  $17,400,000   $8,000,000  $10,600,000 61%

100  $4,000,000  $7,000,000  $13,000,000 54%

500  $9,000,000  $4,000,000  $25,000,000 64%

Increased Annualized Flood Damage 
with Climate Change

Annualized Flood Damage 
- Existing Conditions

 $ 1,150,000 

Annualized Flood Damage 
- with Climate Change

 $2,050,000 

Additional Annualized 
Flood Damage

 $900,000 

% Increased Annualized 
Flood Damage

78%

• For the same recurrence interval, 
climate change is anticipated to 
increase flood elevations 1 to 2 feet. 

• Tomorrow’s 50-year flood will be 
worse than today’s 100-year flood. 

• Tomorrow’s 100-year event will be 
similar to today’s 500-year event.  

• Because of climate change, twice as 
many homes (+63) will be flooded 
by the 10-year flood as would be 
impacted today. 

• Because of climate change, there is 
anticipated to be an average 80% 
increase in residential flood damages 
compared to today’s conditions. 

• Expected damages will more than 
double for the 10-year flood. 
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sidFlood risk is increasing for Sidney

As sea levels rise and & weather patterns 
change, flood risks will increase. Approximately 
448 properties are already at risk in Sidney, & 
within 30 years, about 487 will be at risk. 
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SIDNEY GREENPLAIN MANAGED RETREAT PROPERTY STATUS (JANUARY 2021)

Envision the GreenPlain
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IN NEW YORK STATE AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL IN THE REGION AND BEYOND

• Empire State Development
• Executive Chamber
• NYS Dept. of Health
• NYS Dept. of Homes and

Community Renewal
• NYS Dept. of Environmental

Conservation
• NYS Dept. of State
• NYS Dept. of Transportation
• NYS Division of Homeland

Security and Emergency Services
• NYS Office of Parks, Recreation

and Historic Preservation
• NYS Energy Research and

Development Authority
• NYS Legislators

• US Army Corps of Engineers
• US Dept. of Agriculture
• US Dept. of Commerce- Economic

Development Administration
• US Dept. of Homeland Security –

Federal Emergency Management
Agency

• US Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development

• US Environmental Protection
Agency

• US Fish and Wildlife Service
• National Science Foundation
• US Office of Management &

Budget
• Federal Legislators

• Appalachian Regional Commission
• Envision the Susquehanna
• Southern Tier REDC
• Southern Tier Regional Planning

Board
• Susquehanna River Basin

Commission
• Upper Susquehanna Coalition
• Upper Susquehanna Conservation

Alliance
• Southern Tier Regional Planning

Boards

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS TRIBAL NATIONS

• Delaware County
• Otsego County
• Chenango County
• Village of Bainbridge
• Village of Afton
• Village of Unadilla

• Georgetown Climate Center
• The League of Conservation

Voters
• The Open Space Institute
• The Trust for Public Lands
• Local/Regional Land Trusts
• Trout Unlimited

• Delaware Nation
• Delaware Tribe of Indians
• Oneida Indian Nation
• Saint Regis Mohawk
• Stockbridge-Munsee

BROADEN PARTNERSHIPS

The Village has identified a range of parters we feel can help advance the reuse of bought our properties and Village 
resilience initiatives. We hope a partnership with TNC can help form new relationships. We have designed the 
engagement process to maximize that opportunity.

Honestly in the aftermath of Irene, Lee and Sandy if a project was ready (and had a name) as the GreenPlain did, it stood 
a good change of being funded. Once the Governors Office and REDC agreed, other agencies endorsed projects but did 
not need to be aggressive advocates. We were not "in  the trenches with them", and as a result our relationships are not 
as strong with nonprofit organizations in particular but also with many State and Federal policy makers and funders. We 
hope we can change that.

Envision the GreenPlain
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METRIC SAMPLE MEASURES
REPURPOSED LAND: HOW EXTENSIVE, COMPREHENSIVE & BENEFICIAL IS THE USE OF REPURPOSED LAND?

Socially Beneficial/Meets 
Community Needs

Integration of Local Solutions for Wellness and Healthy Exercise; Safe Social Gathering 
Areas; Accessibility; Walkability; Family Friendliness; Consistency with Needs and Projects 
Identified in The Comprehensive Plan and LWRP; Increased Level of Volunteering; 
Increased Membership in Friends of The GreenPlain.

Ecologically Beneficial Acres of Various Land Covers Created; Scaled Ratings of Ecosystem Quality; Maintenance, 
or Increases, in Species Activity; Volume/Pounds of Threats Reduced; Improved Habitat and 
Riparian Acreage; Healthy Levels of Terrestrial and Aquatic Species; Etc.  Will Consider 
Upper Susquehanna Coalition’s Climate Resilience Toolkit and USF&W Upper Susquehanna 
Flood Damage Reduction Study as the Regional Baseline of Conditions.

Economically Beneficial Range/Level of Local Business Interests Engaged; Improved Aesthetic, Cultural, and 
Archeological Value; Expanded Recreation and Education Activities; Increased Main Street 
Business Activity; Increased Tourism and Promotion; New Collaborations; Increased 
Investment in Floodsafe Locations By and Through the Delaware County IDA.

Addresses Climate Change 
Impacts

Increase in Climate Literacy; Increased Support for Resilience and Climate Adaptation 
Projects; Reduction in Climate Change Denial; Awareness of Personal Climate Change /
Climate Justice Story; Development of Locally Led Context-Relevant Innovations and 
Solutions in Conservation, Mitigation, Adaptation, Etc.; Integration in School Curricula.

PARTNERSHIPS/NETWORKS: HOW EXTENSIVE & COMPREHENSIVE ARE PARTNERSHIPS/RELATIONSHIPS DEVELOPED?

Engagement of Key 
Decision Makers

Range of Local, NGO, State and Federal Decision Makers Engaged; Use of Decisionmaker 
Influence for Sidney Projects; Degree of Promotion of the Sidney GreenPlain as Model/Case 
Study; Level of Financial/Grant Support; Degree of Southern Tier REDC Support of Projects.

Extent of Network(s)/ 
Relationships/Capacity

Range of Relationships/Partners Directly Involved in Generating and Bolstering Project 
Design and Implementation; Increased Capacity (Staff/Financial/Voluntary). 

DIVERSITY OF VOICES: HOW DIVERSE & COMPREHENSIVE IS THE RANGE OF VOICES HEARD?

Diversity of Participants/
Voices Included in the 
Process

Success Shifting Power and Influence to Marginalized Voices; Equitable Representation and 
Participation; Inclusion of Community Members of Different Abilities; Diversity of Ages 
Represented (Youth, Young Families, Seniors).

Engagement of Frontline 
Population 

Degree of Engagement of People Directly Impacted by Flooding/At Risk of Flooding Are 
Engaged; Level of Co-Creation/Leadership Frontline Residents Take On.

Range of Community 
Groups Participating 

Level of Involvement/Commitment to Action by Identified Community Partners; Level of 
New Partners Engaged; Level of Willingness to Champion Vision Project. 

QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: WHAT IS THE QUALITY & EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS?

Volume of Engagement 
Accomplished 

Increased Access for All Ages and Abilities; Success Managing Technological Barriers; 
Effectiveness of Data/Research Communication; # of Surveys, Events, Participants.

Quality of Performance Degree to Which the Schedule, Deliverables, Cost Efficiency/Budget Are Met.

Management Of 
COVID-19 Challenges

Success Conducting Safe in Person Meetings If Possible; Success Breaking the Digital Divide; 
Outreach Worker Number of Face-To-Face Contacts; # of Flood Stories Collected.

METRICS 

The following range of both quantitative and qualitative metrics will be used to measure the impact of the process. 
Metrics and sample measures were selected  to emphasize the quality of our vision developed through this process - 
how extensively it addresses the social, ecological and economic uses of our re-purposed/flood prone lands and related 
climate change impacts; whether it enables new partnerships to flourish; and the success of engagement strategies in 
bringing a diverse range of voices to the table in challenging times.

Envision the GreenPlain
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PROJECT SCOPE, BUDGET, 
SCHEDULE, & DELIVERABLES

Envision the GreenPlain
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27On the Susquehanna River in Sidney, NY 

VILLAGE OF SIDNEY, NY: ENVISION THE GREENPLAIN SCOPE OF WORK
Coordination and Communications: Coordination Includes All Typical Project Management Tasks Including Web Calls, 
Agenda, Note Taking, Progress Reporting, Team Communication, Etc. Communication promotes the project. 
1. Kickoff Web Call (Agenda, Invitations, Zoom Meeting, Notes)

2. Establish Coordination Team: Village, TNC, Project Team, Select Community Partners (Schedule & Facilitate Progress Web 
Calls/Meetings)

3. Develop Outreach Contact Database (To Be Updated Throughout the Project). Assistance from Community Partners to 
Reach Their Consumer Base. United Way, YMCA, Library, School District, Catholic Charities, Tri-Town Hospital All Operate 
Programs Serving Marginalized Community Members & Can Get the Word Out About High- & Low-Tech Ways to Engage

4. Develop Webpages for Envision the GreenPlain Within Resilient-Sidney Website/With Dashboard

5. Hire, Train and Support Community Outreach Workers (Ongoing) 

6. Evaluate Development of Neighborhood Platform Using Next Door or Bang the Table

7. Finalize Strategy to Engage Frontline Families & Residents Focusing on Digital Divide & Technology Experience (Esp. Seniors)

8. Share Information About Free Training Offered By New York State Department of Labor on Coursera

9. Graphic Design Template: Media, Outreach, Web, Presentation Templates

10. Purchase of Supplies & Services (Local Businesses) Including Refreshments/Food (Ongoing)

11. Project Documentation: Photo, Aerial Photo, Video, Etc. As Appropriate - Existing Land Use & Neighborhood Candids 
(Weather Dependent) & Ongoing Documentation

12. Direct Engagement/Event Logistics - Zoom & Engagement Tool Management & Integration (Selection of Tools, Accounts/
License Purchase If Necessary, Determination of Use Context)

13. Scorecard Development (Public Facing  Metrics Dashboards, Interim Progress & Follow-On Progress Achieving Selected 
Metrics)  

Communications: Includes All Medal & Materials/Components for Future Promotion

1. Communications & Media Plan Developed

2. Print/Online Project Brochure: Collateral Materials for Face-To-Face Outreach 

3. Media During Project: Press Release/Social Media Posts at Start Prior To Public Events, At Conclusion

4. Village Staff Weekly Radio Update on Envision the GreenPlain With Other Resilient Sidney Projects

5. Case Study Development & Placement (Web/Print)

6. Integration into Partner Websites & Promotions

7. Integration into Online Media: Project Team, TNC, Susquehanna River NGO's, Community Partners, Etc.  

8. Podcast & Webinar Model Development Placement 

9. Workshop Breakout Presentation

10. Annual Scorecard Dashboard Media Release: Progress Update Press Release

Content Development: Project Team Has Available Content; New Content To Focus on Calibrating Data to Sidney Setting

1. Inventory Project Team, TNC, Community Partner & Public Domain Existing Content Available for Use in Project, Identify 
Gaps & Assign Content Development to Team Members

2. Project Team Identification of National & International Peers for Sidney. Outreach to Peers to Invite Them to Present 
Case Studies. Lays Foundation for Ongoing Peer to Peer Network

3. Assemble Foundational Education Content & Integrate into Database Available to The Team

4. Refine/Calibrate Content to Local Context/Sidney Specific When Possible, For Example Climate Change Impacts

5. Develop Easily Understandable Narratives and Graphics to Communicate with Diverse Audiences

PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCOPE OUTLINE

Envision the GreenPlain
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6. Develop Progress & Final Conceptual Illustrations of Vision Concepts

7. Produce Interim & Final Deliverables

Community Education: Includes in Person Outreach Workers, Village Staff, Local Partners and Project Team as Possible, 
Interviews and Focus Groups, Storytelling, Videos & Workshops. Selection of/Approach to Major Community 
Engagement Activities Heavily Influenced by Covid-19 

1. Outreach Worker/Village Staff Initial Neighborhood Sweep to Determine Access Issues & Adjust Approaches 

2. Outreach Worker/Other Partner Porch Outreach Within Project Area Determined by Village, TNC & Team. Introduction of 
Project, Distribution of Brochure, Initial Survey. Listening to Flood Stories, Audio Record or Note Flood Stories/Anecdotes, 
Quotes. Photography as Appropriate. Identify Individual Access Concerns. Determine If Interview Is Appropriate

3. Schedule & Conduct Interviews Using Zoom for Audio/Video Documentation.  Interviews Focused on Reaching New 
Partners, Neighborhood Leaders/Organizers, Susquehanna Advocacy NGOs, Regional/State/Federal Decision Makers. 
Distribute Project Documentation Prior. Select Partners to Interview in Second Round as Vision Concepts Emerge to 
Discuss/Secure Buy In. Assume 15-20 Interviews

4. Schedule & Conduct Focus Groups Based on Final List Determined by Partners. Assume Focus Groups with Current 
Floodplain Residents; Property Owners In/Who Have Completed Buyout Program; Susquehanna Advocacy NGO's; 
Climate Justice Advocacy Organizations; Natural Resource Advocacy Organizations; NYS Agency Key Staff in DEC Climate 
Group & Other State Agencies; Key Staff in Federal Front Line Programs At FEMA, USDA, Etc. Assume 1-2 Focus Groups 
with Key Implementation Partners When Vision Is Emerging (September 2021) 

5. Outreach Worker Round Two Face to Face Engagement, Front Porch Sessions or Small Group in Person Meetings, If Possible, 
With Village Staff to Discuss Potential Vision and Implementation. Use Survey to Evaluate Resident Support for Various 
Ideas. Determine Access/Connectivity Issues for Final Strategic Discussion That Drives Selected Vision/Priority Projects

6. Assemble, Summarize, Generate Key Takeaways

7. Schedule and Conduct A Series of One-On-One Calls with Key Implementation Partners & Village Staff

8. Finalize Community Event Strategy and Preliminary Calendar & Post to Website, Include in Brochure & Provide to 
Outreach Workers

9. Waterfront Vision Survey: Paper & Online (Survey Monkey) Evaluate Awareness of Waterfront Reuse Options, Strategic 
Partners, Awareness of Climate Change/ Climate Justice - If I Had $10 Million To Spend, I'd Do… Survey

10. Virtual Waterfronts Walk with Project Team Members, Live & Videotaped Segments, Aerial Photography. Goal Is to 
Communicate Waterfront Assets with Pride & Introduce the New Partners to The Village, Its Flood Recovery Stories & 
Natural Resources-Based Mitigation Options

11. Community Event One: Online, Real- Time 1-1.5-Hour Community Workshop with Preparation/Troubleshooting Sessions 
the Week Prior for People with Technology Access Concerns. Delivered Via Zoom with a Variety of Brainstorming & 
Polling Tools Available Based on Anticipated Audience. Those Tools May Be More Important in Second Workshop. 
Focused on Introducing the Project, Partners, Flood Stories, Buyout Progress/Work Yet to Be Done, What A Vision Is/Why 
It’s Important, Opportunities to Build Momentum for Sidney's Next Steps, Discussion of Green Infrastructure/Natural 
Mitigation with Visual-Driven Case Studies Presented by Team Members or Representatives of Organizations/
Communities. Nicholas Pinter presentation of Stories From Other Communities Who Have Completed Managed Retreat 
& Reuse. PPT Posted One Week Prior To Prepare the Audience. Consider Pick Up/Delivered Snack Boxes to Participants 
who Pre-register from Local Restaurants

12. Companion/Follow on Survey & Evaluation

13. Brown Bag Lunches/Story Telling Lunches Before & After Community Event 2

14. Sidney Flood Monitoring Program Video/Oral History with Interviews of Past Program Graduates

15. Community Event Two: Online 1-To-1.5-Hour Workshop with Breakouts to Review Potential Vision Elements, Brainstorm 
Alternatives, & Rank/Prioritize Options

16. Final Event: If Local, TBD. Ideally A "Celebration Event” On Bought Out Land/In Partnership with Elks Club, Real Time, Socially 
Distanced Potentially with Local Vendors. Post Online for People Not Comfortable Attending in Person. September/October 
Weekend. If Not An Outdoor Event, Final Event Would Be Online Workshop
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PROJECT BUDGET - FUNDS REQUESTED
# DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY/SERVICES ENTITY ESTIMATED COST
Coordination and Communication
1 Project Management, Webpages/Online 

Presence, Outreach Database, Event Logistics, 
Graphic Design & Materials, Team Coordination 
and Schedule, Reports, COVID-19 Compliance, 
Train/Support Outreach Workers Media/ PR/ 
Social Media

River Street Planning: 
Margaret Irwin, Principal Will Serve as 
Project Manager Supported by Monica 
Ryan AICP & Christina Snyder, ASLA

$6,500.00

2 Outreach Workers: Stipends for Two Local 
Outreach Workers

Two Stipends for Local Outreach Workers 
to Be Selected to Conduct Face-to-Face 
Engagement of Frontline Families

$5,000.00

3 Final Deliverable River Street Planning: Prep of Summary 
Deliverable – 11 By 17 Folded Brochure, 
Card Stock Cover, 20 Pages (No Printing)

$4,000.00

Content Development

4 Conceptual Design of Envisioned Projects & 
Improvements

PLACE Alliance Northeast: Conceptual 
Design of Vision Projects 

$5,000.00

5 Development/Use of Content for Events: 
Climate Change Projections; Green 
Infrastructure, Natural Mitigation, Etc.  

Streamworks: Refine Content Including 
Climate Change Projections, Etc. FoSCI: 
Social Justice and Social Spaces Content 

$3,000.00

Community Engagement

6 Online Surveys (2-3) River Street Planning: Survey Design & 
Analysis (Survey Monkey) 

$1,000.00

7 Interviews (Est. 10) All Consultants as Agreed TBD $2,500.00

8 Focus Groups (Est. 3) Nicholas Pinter, James Woidt, Andrew 
Bohne 

$3,000.00

9 Story Telling Lunches (Est. 4)  River Street Planning $1,000.00

10 Face to Face Front Porch Presentations (2 
Rounds to Est. 50 Household Visits)

Outreach Workers: Produce & Print 
Handout/Summary/Initial Survey, Etc.

$1,000.00

11 Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Program 
Stipend/Video Production

Sidney High School Flood Monitoring 
Video

$2,000.00

12 Photo and Video Documentation of the Project 
and Process 

Skytop Digital Media Photo/Video 
Documentation 

$2,500.00

13 Peer to Peer Network (Set Up Est. & 3 Web 
Calls)

Peer to Peer Network (Est. 3 Calls) River 
Street Planning & Nicholas Pinter 

$500.00

14 Community Workshops (2) Online 1.5-Hour 
Conference Style with Multiple Rounds of Break 
Out, Polling, Virtual Whiteboard Exercises with 
Follow Up Survey and Evaluation

Community Workshops (Consultant Team 
Participating)

$10,000.00

Supplies and Services

15 Post Card Mailing Initial Announcement Post Card Mailing (Initial Announcement) $1,000.00

16 Supplies Including Perhaps “Snack Boxes” for 
Online Events &/or Food Purchased from Local 
Restaurants

Supplies & Services Purchased from 
Various Local Vendors

$2,000.00

TOTAL FUNDING REQUEST $50,000.00

PROJECT BUDGET Envision the GreenPlain
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PROJECT BUDGET - IN KIND MATCH
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY/
SERVICES

ENTITY ESTIMATED 
COST

Village of Sidney Staff In-Kind Staff In-Kind ($5,000) Will Be Provided During the Process & 
Following Completion to Promote the Project ($10,000)

$15,000 

Local Partners Donated Staff Time Donated Staff Time During the Project by Identified 
Local Partners (Estimated)

$15,000 

Grant Writing & Maintenance of 
Website During & Post Project 
Completion

River Street Planning & Development – Donated 
Maintenance & Updates to the Project Website for Three 
Years Post Project Completion ($7,500) & Grant Writing to 
Support Implementation of the Vision Over Three Years 
($20,000) 

$27,500 

Donation of Services & Supplies Estimated Value of Donated Services by Sidney Small 
Businesses (Food, Accommodations, Etc.) 

$5,000 

TOTAL MATCH  $62,500

LEVERAGE FROM RELATED PROJECTS

Value of Related Work That Supports 
the Visioning Project

River Street Planning Donation of Comprehensive Plan & 
Zoning Ordinance

$50,000 

Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan 
Grant

Grant Received by the Village from NYS Department of 
State to Complete a Full Local Waterfront Revitalization 
Program (LWRP)

$100,000 

TOTAL LEVERAGE $150,000 

TOTAL MATCH & LEVERAGE $212,500 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE & DELIVERABLES
# ACITIVTY & DELIVERABLE TASK START TASK FINISH NOTES
Coordination and Communication Deliverables 
1 Project Management: Website, Records, 

Graphic Design Template, Excel Outreach 
Database, Meeting Notes, Agenda, Materials 
in Native Format & PDF

2/1/21 11/30/21 Kickoff Meeting and Meeting with 
Local Partners 2/1/21 - 2/15/21. 
Periodic Progress Calls with 
Partners & TNC

2 Face-to-Face Engagement: Audio Recordings & 
Summary Notes Diary

2/15/21 11/30/21 Estimated Hire Date 2-15-21

3 Final Report Format Described, or Alternative 
Determined by the Partners

10/1/21 11/31/21 Allows for Two Rounds of Compiled 
Review

Content Development Deliverables 

4 Concept Illustrations 6/1/21 11/1/21 

5 Content for Events: Narratives, Graphics 4/1/21 9/1/21 

Community Engagement Deliverables

6 Online Survey Format & Tabulated Results 3/15/2021 11/31/21 Estimated Release Dates: 4/1/21, 
7/1/21, 10/30/21

7 Interviews: Audio, Video from Zoom with 
Notes

4/1/21 10/1/21 

8 Focus Groups: Audio, Video from Zoom with 
Notes

5/1/21 9/1/21 

9 Story Telling Lunches: Audio, Video from Zoom 
with Notes

5/1/21 7/1/21 

10 Face-to-Face Engagement: Printed Project 
Brochure for Outreach Use

4/1/21 10/1/21 Weather Dependent. TBD

11 Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Video 5/1/21 6/15/21 Or Complete Fall 2021 Depending 
on School Status

12 Project Documentation: Photos and Videos 4/1/21 11/1/21 Ongoing

13 Peer to Peer Network: Audio, Video from 
Zoom with Notes

6/1/21 10/1/21 Ongoing Post Project Completion

14 Community Workshop: Audio, Video from 
Zoom with Notes, Follow on Survey (Above) & 
Evaluation Form 

6/1/21 10/31/21 Estimated Workshop 1 - May 
or June 2021 & Workshop 2 
September 2021- Workshop 2 Live 
in Sidney COVID-19 Dependent

Supplies and Services Deliverables
15 Post Card Outreach: Postal Carrier Route 

Printing and Mailing to Single Sidney Postal 
Route

4/1/21 5/15/21 Distribute Late April 2021

16 Supplies: “Snack Boxes” for Online Events &/or 
Food Purchased from Local Restaurants

TBD Based on Final Event Schedule

SCHEDULE AND DELIVERABLES Envision the GreenPlain
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GUIDELINES FOR ENGAGING SAFELY 
DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Envision the GreenPlain
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• Limit attendance/seating capacity to 
maximize social distancing. Use an online 
social distance calculator to account for 
usable square footage - posted fire limits 
should not be used.

• Avoid cloth covered seats which are harder
to clean regularly (auditorium’s, etc.). 

• Require the owner of the space to provide
their written plan or demonstrate practices
for cleaning and disinfection.

• Use multiple entrances and exits and
discourage crowded waiting areas.

• Provide visible cues such as tape on floors or
sidewalks and signs on walls, to ensure that
individuals remain at least 6 feet apart.

• Establish single-direction traffic flow in and
out of venue and seating areas. Eliminate
lines or queues.

• Block off rows or sections of seating to
space people at least 6 feet apart.

• Do not allow lines or crowds to form near
the restroom without maintaining a
distance of at least 6 feet from other
people. Limit the number of people who
occupy the restroom at one time to allow
for social distancing.

• Ensure ventilation systems operate properly
and increase circulation of outdoor air
whenever possible.

Risk Level of Events 
• Lowest risk: Virtual-only activities and events.
• More risk: Small outdoor and in-person gatherings where

individuals from different households remain spaced at
least 6 feet apart, wear masks, do not share objects, and
come from the same local area.

• Higher risk: Medium-sized in-person gatherings adapted
to space attendees at least 6 feet apart and with
attendees coming from inside the local area.

• Highest risk: Large in-person gatherings where it is
difficult for individuals to remain spaced at least 6 feet
apart and attendees travel from outside the community.

Audience Targeting and Outreach 

Offer online options for low income residents, people of 
color and seniors. Discourage attendance by children. 
Advise those who have had close contact with a person 
diagnosed with COVID-19 to stay home. 
Ensure that all outreach media notifies individuals of the 
practices that will be followed at the event. 
Offer online registration and contact information of 
attendees on sign-in sheets with single use pens to help 
with potential exposure notification. 
Debrief with staff and update plans regularly according to 
the state regulations and local situation and direction. 

Margaret Irwin, Principal      4 Ridge Road, Troy, NY 12180     518.441.1496       mirwin@riverstreet.org     www.riverstreet.org

Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 

The River  Street Team 

The Centers for Disease Control have shared guidance for large group meetings which River Street Planning 
recommends as communities plan and conduct community engagement strategies. We support strategies to protect 
individuals and communities and prevent the spread of COVID-19. Personal prevention practices (such 
as handwashing, staying home when sick, maintaining 6 feet of distance, and wearing a mask) and environmental 
prevention practices (such as cleaning and disinfection) are important ways to prevent the virus’s spread. The more 
people an individual interacts with at a gathering and the longer that interaction lasts, the higher the potential risk 
of becoming infected with COVID-19 and COVID-19 spreading. 
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Accessibility and Inclusiveness 
• Use free CDC print and digital resources about 

COVID-19 and post at events. Post signage with easy 
to interpret graphics in commonly used languages 
reminding everyone to maintain 6 feet of distance, 
wear masks, wash hands, etc.

• Identify and address potential language, cultural, and 
disability barriers associated with communicating 
COVID-19 information to event staff and participants.

• Tailor information so that it is easily understood by 
various audiences and is available in alternative 
formats and languages. Learn more about reaching 
people of diverse languages and cultures by visiting: 
Know Your Audience.

Supplies and Masks   
Require the use of masks among all attendees except: 
Babies or children younger than 2 years old and 
anyone who has trouble breathing. 

Provide information to event staff on proper use, 
removal, and disposal of masks. 
Have a supply of masks available for attendees who 
did not bring their own. 
Stress that masks protect other people in case the 
wearer is unknowingly infected. 
Ask anyone who refuses to wear a mask to leave the 
event.  

Obtain supplies and make them available at the meeting 
including: 

Soap and water sources for hand hygiene 
Hand sanitizer (at least 60% alcohol) 
Personal alcohol wipes 
Gloves 
Masks 
Surface wipes, paper towels and tissues 
Single use pens 
No-touch/foot pedal trash cans 
Cleaning supplies and EPA approved disinfection 
supplies 

Event Format 
• Designate and acknowledge a point person for 

COVID-19 information and problem solving at the 
event.

• Give reminders to observe 6 feet physical 
distancing before, during, and after events.

• Ask participants to remain seated for the duration 
of the event to the greatest degree possible.

•

•

Don’t use amplified public address systems unless 
single use microphone covers are available. 
Provide real time cellular comment logging through 
the website that can be projected. Discourage 
spoken public comment periods by people wearing 
masks.

• Provide index cards for people to record comments 
or ask questions to be collected by staff, read aloud 
by the facilitator, addressed or posted to the 
website. Use show of hands to gauge reactions.

• Direct participants to the website for materials and 
information and avoid distribution of printed 
documents.

• Avoid open houses or other methods that 
encourage touching objects like maps.

Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 

For Information: Contact Margaret Irwin at www.riverstreet.org or at 518-441-1496 

Margaret Irwin, Principal      4 Ridge Road, Troy, NY 12180     518.441.1496       mirwin@riverstreet.org     www.riverstreet.org
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VILLAGE OF SIDNEY PHOTOS 
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The Amphenol Aerospace facility under water. 
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Amphenol Aerospace, the Village’s key employer, was closed for months following 
Tropical Storm Lee. 
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Flooding in the Village During Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee

Amphenol Aerospace shop floor flooded to four feet deep in some places
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Sidney first responders go building to building to help with evacuation
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A fireman paddles past a car in four feet of water on River Street.
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Flooding in the Village During Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee

Floodwaters on River Street.
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ACCO Brands staff volunteer in the cleanup.
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Piles of debris line Sidney’s streets. 
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Some downtown buildings had three feet of water on their main floors. 
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Flooding in the Village During Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee
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Main Street Bridge after the Susquehanna began receding. 
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Flooding in the Village During Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee
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The Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Program provides real time flood warning 
and information.
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Students in the Sidney Flood Monitoring Program examine collected sediment.
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Students monitor Sidney’s tributaties.
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Sidney High School Flood Monitoring Program 
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Sidney is in critical need of a range of new housing options for local residents.
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Housing Needs and Relocation

In January 2014, the Village of Sidney met with 150 residents from the extreme risk areas to discuss 
relocation. 
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Main Street businesses are reluctant to upgrade buildings without effective flood mitigation in place. 
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Homes in the highest risk neighborhoods stand vacant years after Tropical Storm Lee hit.
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On November 18, 2013, many representatives from the Village joined with communities from Broome 
and Tioga Counties to host the Regional Resiliency Summit. 
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NY Southern Tier Regional Resiliency Summit
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Main Street - Green Streetscape Installation
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Main Street - Green Streetscape Installation
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Main Street - Green Streetscape Installation
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December 2020, ACCO Brands announced it is considering closing the Sidney manufacturing facility, 
which would eliminate upwards of 450 jobs.
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December 2020: Opportunities may exist to construct replacement housing in partnership with ACCO Brands.

ACCO BRAND USA 
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2019 - Amphenol Aerospace demolished a surplus plant in the floodplain and redeveloped it as a nearly 
23-acre, 7,540 MWh of power, 18,000+ solar module solar energy generation site.
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The environmentally sensitive Amphenol Plating facility remains in the high risk floodplain.
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Solar Farm on Former Amphenol Aerospace Site 
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The GreenPlain would incorporate recreational activities. Here, kayakers enjoy the Susquehanna River 
by Fort Hunter in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania. 
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Susquehanna River

Local children take a stroll by the Main Street Bridge over the Susquhanna River. 
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